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Developing linguistic literacy : perspectives from
corpus linguistics and multi-dimensional analysis
DOUGLAS BIBER, RANDI REPPEN  SUSAN CONRAD
Northern Arizona University and Portland State University

In their conceptual framework for linguistic literacy development, Ravid &
Tolchinsky synthesize research studies from several perspectives. One of
these is corpus-based research, which has been used for several large-scale
research studies of spoken and written registers over the past  years. In this
approach, a large, principled collection of natural texts (a ‘ corpus ’) is
analysed using computational and interactive techniques, to identify the
salient linguistic characteristics of each register or text variety. Three
characteristics of corpus-based analysis are particularly important (see Biber,
Conrad & Reppen ) :
$

$

$

a special concern for the representativeness of the text sample being
analysed, and for the generalizability of findings ;
overt recognition of the interactions among linguistic features : the ways
in which features co-occur and alternate ;
a focus on register as the most important parameter of linguistic
variation : strong patterns of use in one register often represent only weak
patterns in other registers.

Corpus studies have documented the linguistic differences among spoken
and written registers in English and other languages. Further, by analyzing
systematic corpora produced by students at different stages, these same
techniques have been used to track the patterns of extended language
development associated with literacy.
Two major patterns emerge from studies in this research tradition : ()
adult written language is dramatically different from natural conversation ;
and () written language is by no means homogeneous : rather, there are
major linguistic differences among written registers. Thus, the developmental acquisition of linguistic literacy requires control over the patterns
of register variation, in addition to a mastery of the mechanics of the written
mode.
Corpus studies of individual linguistic features in speech and writing
Over the past  years, there have been numerous research papers and books
using corpus-based techniques to document the linguistic characteristics of
spoken and written registers. More recently, the Longman Grammar of




Spoken and Written English (LGSWE ; Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad &
Finegan, ) systematically describes the grammar of English giving equal
attention to aspects of structure and use. The descriptions of language use in
the LGSWE are based on empirical analysis of a -million-word corpus
representing four spoken and four written registers : conversation, fiction,
newspaper language, and academic prose (see Biber et al., , chapter , for
a description of the corpus).
Interestingly, many linguistic features show a fundamental spoken\written
difference but also reflect particular patterns of variation among written
registers. For example, lexical verbs and phrasal verbs are common in
conversation and relatively rare in written academic prose, but they are
actually most common in written fiction (LGSWE Fig. ., pp. – ;
Table ., p. ). Appositive noun phrases and relative clauses are typical
characteristics of formal writing (and rare in conversation), but they turn out
to be most common in newspaper writing rather than academic prose (Fig.
., p. ).
These corpus-based findings highlight the fundamental importance of
mode (spoken vs. written) for descriptions of language use. However, they
also show that register is a second fundamentally important factor, accounting
for much of the variation within each mode.
Multi-dimensional studies of spoken and written registers
While some researchers have focused on the use of individual linguistic
features, the multi-dimensional (MD) analytical approach was developed to
describe the overall linguistic characteristics of a register, and to compare two
or more registers. This corpus-based analytical approach is based on
computational analysis of texts from spoken and written registers, to identify
the most important patterns of linguistic co-occurrence : the ‘ dimensions ’
(identified statistically using factor analysis). Each dimension comprises a
distinct set of co-occurring linguistic features, and each has distinct functional underpinnings. Registers can be compared in this multi-dimensional
space, enabling empirical analysis of both the extent and the ways in which
any two registers are different. Early MD studies investigated the synchronic
relations among spoken and written registers in English (e.g. Biber, ),
while later studies focused on the diachronic development of written registers
and register variation in other languages (e.g. Korean and Somali, see Biber,
).
MD analyses have resulted in many unanticipated findings about the
linguistic nature of spoken and written discourse. Although these studies
have documented major linguistic differences between ‘ oral ’ and ‘ literate ’
registers (e.g. conversation vs. academic prose), they have not identified any
absolute differences between speech and writing generally (Biber, ,
). The absence of absolute differences is due mostly to the extreme



 
versatility of the written mode. That is, there is comparatively little linguistic
variation among spoken registers, apparently because they are all constrained
by real-time production circumstances. In contrast, written registers range
from the extremely dense informational styles of scientific exposition to the
colloquial styles of personal letters and dialogue in fiction (Biber, ).
In earlier historical periods, there was considerably less variation among
written registers in English (Biber,  ; Biber & Finegan, ). That is, in
the th and th centuries, scientific written registers were relatively similar
linguistically to popular registers like fiction. But in the last century,
scientific registers have moved away from popular registers, developing
linguistic styles with densely packaged information, especially through
complex modification of noun phrases. This gradual evolution suggests that
the production possibilities of the written mode are not obvious. Rather, it
took centuries to recognize that extensive revision and editing in writing can
result in the extremely dense informational styles found in academic prose.
These diachronic developments parallel the development of literacy skills by
school-aged children explored by Ravid & Tolchinsky.
Multi-dimensional studies of literacy development
One important aspect of the framework proposed by Ravid & Tolchinsky is
that linguistic development associated with literacy continues well into early
adulthood. The MD approach has also been used to track these developmental changes.
For example, Reppen (, a, b) uses the MD approach to investigate
the patterns of linguistic development in a corpus of elementary student
writing (ages  ; – ; ). As early as rd grade (age  ; ), students begin to
reflect register differences in their own writing, using linguistic features to
distinguish between narrative tasks and expository tasks (e.g. use of past
tense verbs vs. longer words and increased use of nominalization). This
register awareness continues to be refined over the following years. For
example, th grade (age  ; ) students begin to develop a distinct linguistic
style for argumentative\persuasive writing, although it is still far removed
from the decontextualized language used in adult argumentative\persuasive
texts. These findings support the descriptions of increasing register or genre
awareness in Ravid & Tolchinsky.
The MD analysis of elementary student registers can be compared to the
adult MD model to show some of the developmental changes that take place
between upper elementary school and adulthood (Reppen, b). Two
areas of comparison are noted here :
() First, the models can be compared with respect to their dimensions, and
the functions represented by those dimensions. Both student and adult
models have dimensions that serve the following functions : informa-




tional focus ; narration ; involvement\stance ; argumentation (see Reppen, b, p. ). At the same time, there are striking differences. For
example, student argumentative texts are contextualized and have a high
number of second person pronouns, resulting in an ‘ other-directed ’
style ; and the student ‘ projected scenario ’ dimension has no counterpart
in the adult model.
() The order of the dimensions can also be compared, reflecting their
relative strengths. In both the student and adult models, a fundamental
oral\literate dimension is the first one to emerge. The second dimension
in both models reflects narrative purposes. In contrast, in both models
the last two dimensions reflect task-specific concerns, rather than the
general production circumstances that are reflected in the first dimension.
The development of early adult literacy skills has also been investigated
with the MD approach. Conrad (b, ) investigates variation across
research and summary writing in two academic disciplines, biology and
history, and compares the writing of professionals in these disciplines to
university students’ writing (Conrad, a). Numerous differences exist
across the disciplines and registers, but there are certain consistent patterns
of writing development as students advance from the introductory undergraduate level through the graduate level. The most notable trend concerns
the density of information packaging. In both disciplines and both types of
writing, student writing at the introductory level is far less informationally
dense than professional writing ; but at each level, student writing becomes
more informationally dense. Not only do students increase their use of
technical terms, as is expected at higher levels, but they also come to control
much more complex noun phrase structures generally, so that referents
become highly specified. From this perspective, the development of student
writing is similar to the development of scientific registers historically – that
is, moving towards the extremely dense packaging of information.
Like Ravid & Tolchinsky, this MD study provides insight into the
processes that influence students as they learn to write advanced, specialized
registers. Specifically, in many cases students seem able to imitate the surface
structure of professional writing without yet being able to express their ideas
clearly through the use of those structures. For example, academic professionals in history frequently use wh-relative clauses for elaborated reference
in summary writing. Graduate student writing shows an increasingly dense
use of these same features, but in many cases, the students’ elaboration makes
the referents more confusing. For example, one student writes about
Theodore Roosevelt : ‘ In  his personal faith was that war with Spain
would erase the social abyss which was not assured. ’ In examples like this,
we see students imitating (or even exaggerating) the linguistic structures used



 
by professionals before they fully control the structure’s function and can
manipulate the structure competently.
As can be seen from this brief survey, corpus linguistics and MultiDimensional Analysis provide powerful tools to explore the linguistic
developmental changes associated with older learners acquiring a range of
spoken and written registers. These studies strongly support the developmental framework proposed by Ravid & Tolchinsky, documenting the
important interaction between linguistic patterns of language development
and register variation. There remain many areas that need to be explored
further as we work to complete the picture of advanced language development.
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cognitive prerequisites of learning to read and write and the sociocultural
context in which such learning processes take place.
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